TAKE ACTION ON IMMIGRATION!

Our goals are to:
• Secure the broadest possible legalization with a path to citizenship
• Preserve and work to advance family reunification
• Protect rights and working conditions for all workers
• Block enforcement measures that violate due process
• Accord the responsibilities and rights required for full integration into American society

How you can help:

Write a Letter to the Editor or an Op-ed
Your local paper will have an opinion section where you can submit these. Many have restrictions on how many words you may submit; be sure to follow these guidelines.

Contact Congressman Jim Moran
Write and/or call his office and let Congressman Moran know that you support comprehensive immigration reform!

DC Office: 2252 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
Phone: (202) 225-4376

Phone bank
Contact Addie (contact information at the bottom) to find out how to make calls to inspire others to take action!

Organize a neighborhood meeting or community forum
Bringing people together to talk about this issue will provide a space for education and discussion.

Talk about it
Make posts on the social media sites that you are a part of, pass out informative flyers, start conversations with people that you meet, and move them to action!

Other Ideas:
• Pass out this flyer in your community to ask others to contact their members of Congress
• Share news about Comprehensive Immigration Reform on your email, list-serves, and social media
• Tweet @VAOrganizing in posts about immigration reform
• Collect 10 email addresses of friends or family who want to support our efforts so they can stay informed! Be sure to send those email addresses to the organizer listed below!
• Write a blog in support of Comprehensive Immigration Reform (send it to amanda@virginia-organizing.org)
• Speak to the media
• Donate and/or fundraise in support of Comprehensive Immigration Reform

Virginia Organizing
Questions?
Contact Addie Alexander at (434)249-4058
or at addie@virginia-organizing.org
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